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SUMMARY

The SOH-2 hole was completed to the total depth of 6,802

feet at 1 am on May 29, 1991. After removing the Blow Out

Preventor equipment, the hole was prepared for logging surveys.

On June 4, 1991, the Tonto U-5000 drilling rig was moved to the

HGP-A well for work unrelated to the SOH project. On June 6,

1991, the united States Geological Survey (USGS) truck was set up

at SOH-2 in preparation for down hole logging. The following day

a temperature log survey was run using the USGS truck and Pruett

wireline and Kuster equipment. On June 8, 1991, a tripod leg

used in the logging of the SOH-2 well fell on the leg of one of

the loggers, resulting in an injury which required treatment at

the Hilo Medical Group.

An injection test was run using Halliburton Services to pump

water and Pruett Industries to run the temperature/pressure

survey. Following the completion of the surveys, the equipment

was rigged down and work was terminated at SOH-2 on June 9, 1991.

On June 21, 1991, a fence was erected around the completion

wellhead and pad.

The sump material at SOH-1 and SOH-2 has been analyzed to

determine if it is suitable for disposal at the County landfill

or if it should be buried on site. A grading permit was issued

for the SOH-3 site on June 10, 1991. Work will proceed on the

SOH-3 site and access upon notification of approval from Governor

John Waihee.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This document presents a monthly report to the County of

Hawaii Planning Department to support the scientific Observation

Hole (SOH) program in the Kilauea Middle and Lower East Rift

Zones. The SOHs are for scientific observation purposes only.

The information to be gained from the SOHs will provide an

assessment of subsurface geological conditions, groundwater level

and composition, temperature, drilling conditions, an inventory

of possible mineral and geothermal resources, and an eruptive

history of the island to the depth drilled.

This report addresses: occurrence and duration of any start-

up, shut-down, and operation mode of any SOH/facility;

performance testing, evaluation, calibration checks, and

adjustment and maintenance of the continuous emission monitor(s)

that have been installed; and emission measurements.
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II. BACKGROUND

The County of Hawaii Planning commission approved, on

August 8, 1989, a geothermal resource permit application

(GRP 89-1) to drill Scientific Observation Holes (SOHs) in the

Kilauea Middle and Lower East Rift Zone. This document presents

a monthly report, as required in Condition 6:

"The petitioner shall maintain a record in a permanent form

suitable for inspection and five (5) copies shall be filed

with the Planning Department on a monthly basis during

drilling and for six (6) months after the completion of

drilling to establish a hole specific baseline and such

record shall be available to the community. The record

shall include:

a. Occurrence and duration of any start-up, shut-down, and

operation mode of any SOH/facility.

b. Performance testing, evaluation, calibration checks,

and adjustment and maintenance of the continuous

emission monitor(s) that have been installed.

c. Emission measurements reported in units compatible with

applicable standards/guidelines."

As designated, four holes are planned to be drilled along

the Kilauea East Rift Zone on the Big Island of Hawaii. Three of

the Big Island holes (SOHs 1, 2, and 4) are on agriculture land

and have been permitted by the County of Hawaii Planning

commission. The fourth hole, designated SOH-3, is on
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conservation land. SOH activities under Conservation District

Use Permit (HA 12/20/85 - 1830) issued to the Estate of James

Campbell have been approved.

III. SOH-1 SITE

Drilling Activity

Drilling is complete. The sump material has been analyzed

to determine if it is suitable for disposal at the County

landfill or if it should be buried on-site. The site will be

reclaimed to its original state after testing and monitoring are

completed.

Monitoring Program -

Air Quality, Meteorological, Noise and Emissions are not

monitored, as drilling has been completed at this site.

IV. SOH-2 SITE

Drilling Activity

SOH-2 was completed to the total depth of 6,802 feet at 1 am

on May 29, 1991. After removing the Blow Out Preventor the hole

was prepared for down hole logging. On June 4, 1991, the Tonto

U-5000 drilling rig was moved to the HGP-A well for work

unrelated to the SOH project. On June 6, 1991, the united States

Geological Survey (USGS) truck was set up at SOH-2 in preparation

for down hole logging. The following day a temperature log

survey was run using the USGS truck and Pruett wireline and
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Kuster equipment. On June 8, 1991, a tripod leg used in the

logging of SOH-2 fell on the leg of one of the loggers resulting

in an injury which required treatment at the Hilo Medical Group.

An injection test was run using Halliburton Services to pump

water and Pruett Industries to run the temperature/pressure

survey. Following the completion of the surveys, the equipment

was rigged down and work was terminated at SOH-2 on June 9, 1991.

On June 21, 1991, a fence was erected around the completion

wellhead and pad.

Monitoring Program - Air Quality

The air quality monitoring station provides a continuous

record of atmospheric H2S concentrations when interfaced with a

data logger or chart recorder. The unit is located in a utility

container on-site and power is provided by the drill rig system.

The last data collected at this station was approximately

2:00 pm, May 30, 1991, when the rig was shut down in preparation

for its move off-site. On June 3, 1991, the instruments at this

station were disassembled, removed, and serviced in preparation

for use at the next SOH site (see appendix for details).

Monitoring Program - Meteorological

continuous wind speed and directional measurements are being

made with a recording wind speed/direction sensor system. A data

logger and back-up pressure-sensitive recorder is being used to
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record the wind speed and direction data. The unit is located in

a utility container on-site and power is provided by the drill

rig system.

The last data collected at this station was approximately

2:00 pm, May 30, 1991, when the rig was shut down in preparation

for its move off-site. On June 3, 1991, the instruments at this

station were disassembled and the sensors, sound meter and chart

recorder were removed and serviced in preparation for use at the

next SOH site (see appendix for details).

Monitoring Program - Noise

One noise monitoring station is located at the SOH-2 site

during drilling and is operated by power provided by the drill

rig system. The last data collected at this station was

approximately 2:00 pm, May 30, 1991, when the rig was shut down

in preparation for its move off-site. On June 3, 1991, the

instruments at this station were disassembled and the sensors,

sound meter and chart recorder were removed and serviced in

preparation for use at the next SOH site (see appendix for

details).

A second noise station is located at the Perry residence,

about a third of a mile north of the SOH-2 drill site. The

instrument at this station is powered by solar charged batteries.

On June 28, 1991, the instruments at this station were removed

and the instrument shelter was removed the following day (see

appendix for details).
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A third noise monitoring station is located at the Hedtke

residence, about 0.4 of a mile east of the SOH-2 site. This

monitor is also powered by solar charged batteries. Chart jams,

which are indicative of this type of monitoring equipment,

continue to be a problem. On June 28, 1991, the instruments at

this station were removed and the instrument shelter was removed

the following day (see appendix for details).

Emissions Reports

An HzS monitor is located on-site. The average HzS level

measured is about 1 ppb due to natural causes resulting from the

decay of vegetation. Colortek sensor canisters are located

around the perimeter of the SOH-2 drill site and are checked

weekly as a matter of routine. The sensors showed no indication

of emissions from the well for this reporting period. On July 1,

1991, the canisters were removed and stored in preparation for

use at the next SOH site.

v. SOH-3 SITE

Drilling Activity

No drilling activity has been initiated. Access to the

SOH-3 site has not been constructed, nor has the site been

cleared or graded. SOH-3 is scheduled to be located at the

True/Mid-Pacific alternate drill site 2 (approximately 3,000 feet

north-north-west of the present drill site). On June 10, 1991, a

grading permit was issued by the Planning Department for the
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proposed SOH-3 site. Work onthe SOH-3 site and access will

proceed upon notification from Governor John Waihee.

VI. SOH-4 SITE

Drilling Activity

Drilling is completed. No activity was performed during

this period.

Monitoring Program -

Air Quality, Meteorological, Noise and Emissions are not

monitored, as drilling has been completed at this site.
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APPENDIX

MAINTENANCE REPORTS
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SUPPLEMENTARY BILLING

J-154

HOURS

Monday 6-3-91 3.00
SOH-2 H2S--MET--SOUND

Prepared instruments for movement to HGP-A Plant.
Disassembled Met tower and instrument shelter, removed
Met sensors, sound meter and chart recorder for repair.

PERRY SOUND
Operating normally now, but previous jams caused loss
of some data. Chart, pen and batteries O.K.

HEDTKE SOUND
Operating normally. Chart, pen and batteries O.K.

PARTS

Wednesday, 6-5-91 2.00
PERRY SOUND

Operating normally, Chart, pen and batteries O.K.
HEDTKE SOUND

Operating normally, Chart, pen and batteries O.K.

~tJ-156

Friday, 6-7-91
PERRY SOUND

Operating normally. Only minor calibration due to
heavy rain.

HEDTKE SOUND
Operating normally. Only minor calibration due to
heavy rain.

2.00

i:J-161

~-163

;-164

~.

Monday, 6-10-91 2.00
PERRY SOUND

Pen ran dry, lost some data. Replaced pen, replaced
meter batteries. Full calibration •.. No adjustment
required for meter, 1 db down for recorder.

HEDTKE SOUND
Several jams during past 72 hours caused some data
loss. Replaced meter batteries. Full calibration
No meter adjustment necessary. Recorder 1 db down.

Wednesday, 6-12-91 2.00
PERRY SOUND

Operating normally. Chart, pen and Batteries O.K.
HEDTKE SOUND

Chart jammed. Lost 44 out of 48 hours data. Cleared
jam and tested. Replaced main battery.

Thursday, 6-13-91 2.00
SHOP

Cleaned, overhauled, tested and calibrated the chart
recorder, sound meter and Met sensors from SOH-2.

\1--165 Friday, 6-14-91
PERRY SOUND

Operating normally. Chart and Pen O.K. Replaced
meter batteries.

HEDTKE SOUND
Chart jams caused 44 hours data loss. Adjusted
chart drive. Batteries O.K.

2.00

~-----_.~--



J-168

-.:,.

J-170

J-172

-·0"."

>J-173

Monday, 6-17-91
PERRY SOUND

operating normally. Replaced chart and pen.
Batteries O.K. No meter or recorder adjustment
required on full calibration.

HEDTKE SOUND
Chart recorder problems. Lost 56 out of 72 hours
data. will replace recorder and meter Wednesday.
Replaced main and meter batteries. Full calibration,
Meter right on, recorder was 2 db low.

Wednesday, 6-19-91
PERRY SOUND

Chart jams. Collected only 11 of 48 hours data.
Chart, pen and batteries O.K.

HEDTKE SOUND
Chart jams. Collected only 10 or 48 hours data.
Replaced both Meter and Recorder with overhauled
units from SOH-2 station. Fully calibrated ..•
chart, pen and batteries O.K.

Friday, 6-21-91
PERRY SOUND

Inoperative. Chart recorder jammed. Disassembled
and tightened drive in hopes that this will help.
Will replace this instrument Monday. Replaced
meter batteries. Other batteries, chart & pen O.K.

HEDTKE SOUND
Operating normally. No jams. Batteries & chart O.K.

Saturday, 6-22-91
SHOP

Overhauled, cleaned and calibrated the sound meter
and chart recorder that was removed from HEDTKE's
on Wednesday.

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

}."

J-176

J-177

Monday, 6-24-91 2.00
PERRY SOUND

Inoperative. Collected only 1 of 72 hours. Replaced
instruments with overhauled calibrated instruments.
Batteries, chart and pen O.K.

HEDTKE SOUND
Operating normally but chart ran out so lost 7 hours
data. Replaced chart. Ran full calibration. Adjusted
meter to 110.0 from 110.6. Adj. recorder down 4 db.

Tuesday, 6-25-91 2.00
SHOP

Overhauled, cleaned and calibrated sound meter and
chart recorder that was removed from PERRY. Hopefully
all recorders and sound meters are now fully on line.

Wednesday, 6-26-91 2.00
PERRY SOUND

Operating normally. No data loss. Chart, pen and
batteries O.K.

HEDTKE SOUND
operating normally. No data loss. I accidently
left chart speed at 10 cm/hr instead of 5 cm/hr



: J-179

•••-c.

·J-182

on Monday. Chart, pen and batteries O.K.

Friday, 6-28-91 2.00
PERRY SOUND

Everything operating normally. No data loss. Closed
this station down. Removed instruments, sensors and
batteries. Will remove shelter tomorrow.

HEDTKE SOUND
Everything operating normally. No data loss. Closed
this station down. Removed instruments, sensors and
batteries. will remove shelter tomo~~w.

Monday, 7-1-91 2.00
Removed instrument shelters from PERRY & HEDTKE
residences. Stored the shelters withtbe Drill-rig
crew at the HGP-A~t site.- , ..
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